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CASE 1
A healthy 17-year-old male high school
student suffered a cardiac arrest. Due
to ischemia reperfusion injury, he developed bilateral lower extremity compartment syndrome of all four compartments
with muscle necrosis. He underwent
serial debridement of necrotic tissue
before closure could be performed. This
was accomplished after eight weeks of
aggressive wound care.
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BACKGROUND
The purpose of this case series is to report the effectiveness of continuous external tissue expansion (CETE) as a method of fasciotomy
wound closure. Primary closure of fasciotomy wounds can be difﬁcult due to edema and tissue retraction. Common methods of closure
include split-thickness skin grafts (STSG), use of vessel loop techniques (Jacob’s ladder), sequential static tensioning, negative pressure
wound therapy (NPWT) and secondary intention. All of these techniques have certain limitations, complications and risk factors.

METHOD
Four fasciotomy wounds in two patients could not be closed by primary intention (2 forearm and 2 medial calf fasciotomy wounds were
treated with a new device; DermaClose® RC (Wound Care Technologies, Inc. Chanhassen, MN). Once applied, the device maintains
a constant calibrated dynamic tension. The goal of the study was to reduce the size of the defect for subsequent STSG. The medial
calf wounds (Case #1) measured 19cm x 5.5cm (left) and 16cm x 5cm (right) on the day of application and reduced approximately 50%
post-application. On day 6 the margins had fully approximated and the wounds were closed primarily without complication. The forearm
wounds (Case #2) measured 17cm x 7cm (left) and 17cm x 12cm (right). NPWT was utilized in conjunction with the CETE less than 24
hours after the fasciotomy incision to manage exudate. On day 4 the left forearm was closed primarily. A small STSG was needed for
closure of the right forearm wound on day 7.

CONCLUSION
The CETE device was effective in facilitating closure after emergent compartment releases in all four wounds. In 3 of the 4 fasciotomy
wounds, delayed-primary closure was achieved. The remaining fasciotomy wound was treated with a STSG and was signiﬁcantly smaller
than would have been without use of the CETE device. Our results suggest that CETE is a useful alternative to other fasciotomy closure
techniques and reduces the need for STSG. CETE can be used on conjunction with other wound healing therapies such as negative
pressure wound therapy (NPWT) and split-thickness skin grafting (STSG). Future studies will focus on cost-beneﬁt and patient outcome
analyses comparing CETE with traditional wound closure techniques.
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The Continuous External Tissue Expander:
The DermaClose® RC is a continuous external tissue expander. It is a new device
designed to facilitate wound closure. The device applies a continuous expansion
force to the skin adjacent to a full thickness wound and, thus, can facilitate wound
edge approximation. The device uses barbed skin anchors (below) which are placed
uniformly around the wound and a ‘tension controller’ (below) that applies a continuous controlled pulling force on a heavy suture that is “laced” to the skin anchors.
It does not require additional adjustment after initial application. Once adequate
expansion is accomplished, the device is removed and the wound is either sutured or
closed by another method.
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